
1. Sickness is always the biggest challenge for human beings. Do you think the
current drugs/medicines are good enough to cure the existing illness?
Ronald: I think it’s not always enough because it is quite difficult to understand the
real mechanism of different kinds of illness in real life situations. Even though you
have a drug, just like the chemical you proposed in the video, it is good that it can
have anti-cancer, antibacterial properties, but when it comes to real life situations,
when you apply the chemical in the treatment, you always have variations for
different patients. So I think it’s not about new kinds of chemicals or drugs, but new
kinds of treatment which consists of different aspects and will make the treatment
more effective.

2. Your company, HANDS has put the importance on high transparency in terms
on the components of your products. How safe and relevant do you think
Natural products are in this industry?
Marco: In fact, in terms of safety, natural products have a higher chance to cause
irritations. This is one harm about natural products. Because if we use a well defined
formula, all of them are chemicals, and we know the irritation profile of each chemical
so we would know them well. But like apples we grow in soil, every season the
micromechanisms and micronutrients vary, and some of them can cause irritations
and other issues. So for safety, many of the chemical formulas are even better than
natural. But I think natural products are more than physical products themselves. It is
a belief of some people which is also the emotional component for the products. I
think it is relevant because skincare and cosmetic industries also require emotions as
the component. But for safety, a whole clear chemical list and concentrations will
ensure better safety. One extra point about nature is that natural things are from
nature, but many of the nature scenes are contaminated. This is one part about
safety. For example, if we talk about health supplements, not exactly skin care, such
as fish oil, DhA. The DhA is extracted from fish which is a natural source, DhA is
easily contaminated with heavy metals. This comes out with different ideas. For
example using micro-algae in indoor areas to grow the algae extraction. It is not
100% natural but it will be embedded. So one bad point about natural is that our
nature is not very healthy.

Ronald: I think safety is not about natural or unnatural, it is about data and trial that
how you use that chemical to do the test, to make sure the certain level is safe to
people. Because even though it is a natural product, if the dosage is too high or the
concentration is too high, it is still unsafe to some kinds of people.

3. You’re one of the few people that have been able to successfully commercialize
your iGEM project. What was the post-iGEM journey like?
Marco: In fact we are not really successfully commercializing our iGEM project,
because the project and what we are doing now is a bit different. In our project, we
used synthetic bacteria to produce DhA, which is the fish oil component. But our start
journey prefers to go through different stages. So it does not exactly commercialize
our iGEM project but I think the post iGEM journey is that it opens up a new world for
me to see there are different teams in the world doing different projects and it
broadens our horizon. I think this is the best thing I can gain.



Ronald: I think that the most important thing is not about making the project really
come into real life but in the journey that you tried to visualize this project and you will
overcome different kinds of difficulties. When you go through it,  you will find another
level of what we are capable of doing. So I think commercializing an iGEM project is
quite a complicated  topic and there are a lot of different aspects that we are still
learning in the post iGEM journey. Eventually, we discover the right way that we can
proceed with our project.

4. After you have done with iGEM, how does the idea let you continue the
research or start up a company?
Ronald: I think we are both similar. I think we don’t quite really want to do something
for others but we want to do something for the community and for the world. It has
some value for humanity and I think it is really important for science to be epicial to
the world. This is why we stand for the whole process.

5. What challenges did you face when setting up your company?
Marco: I think one of the challenges and most important parts of setting up a
company is to find a good team because I think many challenges can be overcome if
you want to overcome them and it is the people who gather to make the things go on.
So this challenge is partially solved by the iGEM project itself because I found my
partner in the iGEM competition. From the experience of the competition, we knew
the value and the view of different things from each other, so we can get together and
do the startup journey. I think the challenge is how to get minor people to get in.

6. How did you build trust among the investors and the public in your product?
Marco: I think to build trust, there are two levels of things and the most superficial
level is to put the product to test in different standards that are not necessary. For
example, in Hong Kong, there are no limitations on whether you test the products for
heavy metals before putting them on market. The law is very loose in Hong Kong. We
also do it voluntarily at that superficial layer but there is a deep reason behind it.
Everything that we put out to the market or to the investors, we have a standard of
willingness to buy the products.

Ronald: For the tests we conducted, I think they are just a basic level of making sure
your product is good. But when it is at a high level, what is actually trust in investors
or the public? I think it is kind of a  virtual feeling about your brand and about your
company because when everything is placed on the table that you can trust this
company, I think it is not really about the trust. I think trust is about when there is not
any concrete evidence or reasons on the table but you still choose to trust it. I think
this kind of trust is more powerful than when everything is put on the table because
they basically trust you based on your index value in your heart and it is not
replaceable by others. Our trust comes from how we do the things, how we value our
customers and how we see the market.


